
Covid 
And 
Beyond
Thoughts, feelings and actions

Helping you to take control of your actions



Let me give you an example:

Imagine you’re  an athlete and you've just been told you have a big event coming up in 2 weeks but 
 you've just been off training for the last 2 weeks due to other commitments. The thought that pops
into your head is "I'm not going to be ready and I'm going to fail" . This thought then creates the
feelings of worry and fear which then results in you not making the effort to train over the 2 weeks
you have left before the competition.

We all face challenges in our lives, some big and some small. Sometimes how we deal with these
challenges can be questionable to say the least and can cause more problems than they solve. 
 
To help you change how you deal with your challenges in the future, I want to show you how your
thoughts, feelings and actions all connect. 

Thoughts are all the words we hear inside our head, the things we tell
ourselves about the events we are experiencing and world around us. Our

thoughts are us interpreting our experience with the information we have at
hand. Our thoughts are not set in stone though and as we learn more we are

able to introduce new thoughts that better serve us.

Feelings are the things we feel in response to our thoughts. Things such as
happiness, sadness, anger and excitement. Some are enjoyable and some

aren't, but they are all normal human responses.

Actions are the things we do, and the way we choose to behave. Our thoughts
and feelings directly impact our actions... If our thought process is negative and

it creates a negative emotion, the likelihood of us acting in a negative way is
more likely.

The full picture

Events are the things that happen in our everyday life. Things as simple as
waking up, going for a shower and driving a car to more impactful events like

losing a loved one, being robbed or crashing your car.

thoughts feelings and actions



thoughts, feelings and actions
Let's break this situation down

Event: Finding out you have a
competition to compete at in 2 weeks.

Thought: "I'm not going to be ready
and i'm going to fail"

Action: You don't put the effort into
preparing for the competition.

Feeling: Worry and fear

We can't control our external world (events), but we can control how we respond
(actions),  once we learn how to navigate our internal world (thoughts and feelings).
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New feelings New actions

Let's explore some new options

"The coach knows I'v been off
so he must feel confident in

where I'm at"

"I'm not in my best shape but
I'll give it my best shot"

"I've got this, I'll make sure
I'm ready"

Determined  / Motivated

Still slightly  worried but
motivated at the same time.

Reassured Attends training as normal in
preparation for the

competition 

Attends training as normal
and throws in a few extra

runs during the week.

Attends training as normal
and adds an additional fitness

and technique session in
every day.
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thoughts, feelings and actions
time to break yourself down

Event: Thought:

Action:Feeling:

New thoughts
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New feelings New actions

now explore new options

Choose an event in your life that you know you react negativly to

This will help you to respond to similar events in the future in a more appropriate and positive way.
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